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company history

The Fulton Companies is a multi-national group of companies

Innovation and new technologies continued to capture Lewis

headquartered in Pulaski, NY, USA. Fulton researches, engineers,

Palm’s interest and steer the direction of Fulton’s growth. During

manufactures and sells complex heat transfer equipment for a

this time, Ronald Palm, Lewis’ son, had ambitious goals to expand

wide range of commercial and industrial applications. Today,

Fulton’s product offerings. In the early 1970s, Ronald developed a

Fulton employs more than 875 people in facilities in five countries,

version of a thermal fluid heater that provided high temperature heat

and has served as an industry leader of emerging heat transfer

transfer fluid at low system operating pressures. The technology

technologies for more than 60 years.

was initially targeted at industrial laundries but was quickly adapted
for process applications. Fulton Thermal Corporation was founded

Fulton’s founder, Lewis Palm, was a pioneer in the engineering of

in 1974 and became the backbone of emerging growth at Fulton.

steam boilers and associated equipment for the laundry and dry
cleaning markets. In a small garage next to his home in Fulton, NY,

Bram Palm, Ronald’s son, joined Fulton in the 1980s, representing

Lewis invented the first Vertical Tubeless Boiler in 1949. Within a

a third generation of dedication to innovative technology. Bram’s

few short years, this steam boiler design would become the most

development of Fulton’s first condensing hydronic boiler introduced

popular choice for laundry and dry cleaning applications across

North America to the Pulse product line in 1989. The continuous

North America.

development of commercial heating products formed the
foundation for Fulton Heating Solutions. Bram continues to place a

Fulton Boiler Works, Inc. was founded as a result and included

strong emphasis on Research & Development, energy efficiencies,

approximately 70 employees and a manufacturing facility in

global impact, and environmental responsibility.

Pulaski, NY. The staff that fabricated Fulton boilers were “ingenuity
experts”, producing in excess of 2,000 boilers annually during an
era void of today’s streamlined manufacturing techniques.

In the 1960s, Fulton Boiler Works, Inc. in Pulaski,
NY, made standard dry cleaning units in sizes
ranging from 6 to 30 horsepower.

Company headquarters underwent a $13 million expansion
in 2012, bringing Fulton’s total square footage in Pulaski,
NY, to more than 250,000 square feet.

Since Fulton’s establishment, we have

Collectively, the Fulton Companies

The company remains a privately-

continuously strived to develop and

currently includes 10 manufacturing

held family business, with all Fulton

implement heat transfer products that

facilities located across three continents.

companies wholly owned and managed

redefine our industries. Fulton utilizes

by the Fulton Group. Design and

the best craftsmen worldwide in order

• The Fulton Companies - Pulaski, NY

manufacturing resources are shared

to provide customers with products and

• Fulton (Great Britain), LTD.

and coordinated around the world.

solutions that consistently meet and

• Fulton China, LLC.

Regardless of where a Fulton product

exceed their needs.

originates, customers can count on it
being produced to a standard of quality
that is second to none.

continously growing and developing

1980
Fulton expands its
North American
operations to
include Canada
with the founding of
Fulton Boiler Works
Canada in Aurora

1971

1992
VMP Vertical Steam
Boilers are introduced.
Fulton Low Emission

Ronald Palm opens Fulton

Burners are first to

Thermal Corporation, Inc. (FTC)

meet South Coast Air
Quality Management
District certification

1949
Lewis Palm starts Fulton
Boiler Works, Inc. in Oswego,

1989

NY, with his invention of the

Fulton enters into the

vertical tubeless boiler --

commercial heating market

the company’s first product

with the introduction of Pulse

1974
Fulton diversifies into
the US Thermal Fluid
market with Vertical
Coil Type Thermal
Fluid Heaters

Combustion Hydronic Boilers

2005

2013

Vantage hydronic boilers are
introduced to accommodate
larger heating system designs
in the condensing market

The Endura is

2009

introduced to the

Fulton expands Thermal

Commercial Heating

fluid size range to

condensing market

20MM btu/hr with the
Alliance Thermal Fluid
Heater product line

2004
2012

Fulton introduces
the Edge line of high

Fulton concludes a major facility

efficiency vertical
tubeless boilers

expansion at its headquarters on

2007

Centerville Road in Pulaski, NY

The ModSync
Sequencing System
is developed and
initiates the founding
of Synex Controls, Inc.

looking to the future
Fulton continues to focus on the future, with the establishment of a new company to streamline Fulton’s commitment to excellence in
customer support – Fulton Service Solutions. Today’s market requires the capabilities to provide service for complex equipment, systems, and
controls, and Fulton is ready to deliver cutting-edge expertise for any aftermarket needs, no matter the manufacturer.

solutions for virtually any market

Fulton has maintained a reputation for quality and excellence. From Steam and Hydronic Boilers to Thermal Fluid Heaters and
Custom Engineered Systems, Fulton has a product for virtually any industrial or commercial heating application.

PROCESS STEAM
Fulton remains an industry leader in the design and
manufacture of steam boilers. With minimal footprints and
flexible configurations, our range of vertical and horizontal
steam boilers offer the most complete solutions for any type
of industrial application.

COMMERCIAL HEATING
Fulton offers a full range of hydronic boiler products for the
commercial heating market, including condensing, noncondensing, and dual-fuel options. Our ultra-high efficiency
condensing boilers are designed to provide significant energy
savings in a variety of system design configurations.

THERMAL FLUID
Fulton designs and engineers superior thermal fluid
heater systems. Fulton heaters can reach temperatures
of 750°F (345°C), making them an ideal choice for many
process heat applications, including food, chemical and
pharmaceutical processing.

A wide range of markets rely on Fulton’s reliable heat transfer products every day.
A number of these applications are listed below.

PROCESS HEATING
Brewing & Distillation
Asphalt Heating & Liquid Terminal Facilities
Clean Steam & Humidification
Commercial Packaging
Dry Cleaning & Industrial Laundries
Food Processing
Gas & Oil Processing
Paper Processing
Pharmaceutical Processing
Textiles

BUILDING HEAT
Commercial & Industrial Facilities
Education
Healthcare
Military Bases & Government Facilities
Green Buildings

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
Fulton’s engineering and design team can create a solution that
meets your specific needs. With extensive experience designing
and engineering to unique specifications, we can provide you
with a single-source, turnkey solution for steam, thermal fluid, and
hydronic systems with a wide range of ancillary equipment. From
concept to delivery, you are part of the team, ensuring timely and
accurate completion of your equipment.

contact us

Fulton has an established manufacturer
representative base across North America.
Go to www.fulton.com to find
your local sales representative.

Fulton Boiler Works, Inc.

Fulton Thermal Corporation

Fulton Boiler Works Canada

3981 Port Street

Fulton Steam Solutions, Inc.

75 Mary Street, Unit #10

Pulaski, New York 13142

Fulton Heating Solutions, Inc.

Aurora, Ontario L4G 1G3, Canada

Fulton Service Solutions, Inc.
Synex Controls, Inc.
972 Centerville Road
Pulaski, New York 13142

/Fulton-Companies
/FultonBoiler
Fulton Heating Solutions, Inc.
972 Centerville Road
Pulaski, NY 13142

@FultonBoiler

315-298-5121

www.fulton.com
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